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A Lyman-alpha-based „VUV… plasma density fluctuation diagnostic design
G. R. McKee,a) R. J. Fonck, C. Fenzi, and B. P. Leslie
University of Wisconsin–Madison, 1500 Engineering Drive, Madison, Wisconsin 53706

~Presented on 21 June 2000!

The benchmark design for a high spatial resolution, high sensitivity, long-wavelength density
fluctuation diagnostic that observes collisionally induced Lyman-alpha emissions (l0'121.6 nm)
from neutral beam atoms is presented. The sensitivity to plasma fluctuations at Lya is estimated to
be about 50 times higher than at Da . This dramatically increases the photon-noise-limited
signal-to-noise ratio. Design criteria include a spectral resolution ofDl'0.5 nm at Lya , to isolate
the Doppler-shifted beam emission from the bright edge La emission; high quantum efficiency
detectors; high optical throughput; multichannel capability in the radial and poloidal directions;
spatial resolution near 1 cm in the radial and poloidal directions to measure fluctuations in the wave
number range 0.1<kr , ku<3 cm21. A system design based on a Czerny–Turner monochromator is
considered. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1323246#
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I. INTRODUCTION

To investigate and more thoroughly understand turbu
processes in plasmas, a broad array of fluctuation diagno
have been deployed on various tokamak and other pla
confinement experiments.1 These diagnostic measuremen
have helped to characterize and understand turbulen2,3

which in turn has enabled turbulent transport reduction
various plasma operational modes.4,5 Despite increased un
derstanding of turbulence, many critical issues remain to
investigated, and the study of plasma turbulence continue
be a fascinating and complex field of scientific inquiry. Sp
cific topics requiring further research include understand
the LH transition, nonlinear energy cascade processes, E3B
shear suppression of turbulence, as well as particle and e
tron transport processes.

The beam emission spectroscopy~BES! density fluctua-
tion diagnostic has provided useful turbulence measurem
and has been implemented on several tokamaks~TFTR,6

DIII-D, 7 C-MOD8!. The existing BES system measures
calized long-wavelength (k',3 cm21) density fluctuations
by observing the Doppler-shiftedn53 – 2 Da transition (l
'656 nm) arising from collisional excitation of the heatin
neutral beams.9 BES measurements have provided measu
ments of theS(kr) andS(ku) spectra,3 fluctuation amplitudes
and profiles, radial and poloidal correlation lengths, deco
lation times, two-dimensional structure of turbulent eddie10

and energy cascades.11,12

One limitation of the BES system has been the phot
noise-limited signal-to-noise ratio for such measureme
particularly in higher confinement regimes in advanced to
mak plasmas13 and in the deep plasma core where be
attenuation and low inherent fluctuation levels limit sensit
ity. Figure 1 shows a typical density fluctuation profile in
L-mode DIII-D plasma indicating the rapid decrease in flu
tuations from the edge of the plasma, where fluctuation a

a!Current address: General Atomics, 13-367, P.O. Box 85608, San D
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plitudes (ñ/n) are typically of order 1%–10%, intor50.7,
where fluctuations are of order<0.1%. Thus a wide dynamic
range and high sensitivity are required.

One approach to dramatically increasing the signal-
noise ratio of density fluctuation measurements while reta
ing the high spatial resolution of BES is to measure the D
pler shifted n52 – 1 Lya transition (l'121 nm) of the
neutral beam atoms. The critical advantage to this appro
is that the photon flux of the Lya transition is between one
and two orders of magnitude higher than for Da . This dra-
matic increase in brightness has the potential to substant
improve signal quality of density fluctuation measuremen

Along with the opportunities for significant signal en
hancement come technical challenges of designing a d
nostic system for the vacuum ultraviolet~VUV ! spectral re-
gion where optics, spectrometers, and detectors are gene
not as efficient or highly optimized as in the visible spe
trum. This paper discusses aspects of the conceptual de
of a viable Lya-based VUV BES density fluctuation diagno
tic system.

The motivation for a VUV BES system is the highe
photon flux from then52 – 1 transition relative to then
53 – 2 transition. The photon radiance is estimated as

I mn5
1

4p
LAmnnbm*

with L the path length of the optical sightline through th
emission zone,Amn them→n atomic transition rate,nbm* the
density of beam atoms in themth excited state.nbm* is cal-
culated using a multistage beam excitation code.14 Table I
shows the comparison of the critical parameters for
Balmer Da transition and the Lyman-alpha transition
beam atoms in a typical plasma~ne5431019m23, Te5Ti

55 keV!. The resulting difference in photon emission rat
is the product of these numbers, showing about a factor o
larger photon flux for Lya . Furthermore, the sensitivity to
density fluctuations from the beam emission intensity
higher at Lya . Intensity~dI! and density~dn! fluctuations are

o,
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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related asdn/n5C* dI/I , with C typically near 3 for Da and
about 1.5 for Lya , making the measurement more sensit
to plasma fluctuations by a factor of 2, thus increasing
total fluctuation sensitivity by an estimated factor of 50.9

A secondary advantage is somewhat improved spa
resolution. At typical neutral beam energies~40 keV/amu!,
beam particles travel a finite distance during the atomic tr
sition time. Because of the significantly larger atomic tran
tion rate for the Lya transition, this distance is about 0.4 c
relative to 1.5–2 cm. for the Da transition.9 The imaged re-
gion is likely to be around 1 cm in radial and poloidal exte
so the spatial resolution is determined almost entirely by
image spot size.

In order to measure turbulent density fluctuations w
Lya emissions, the diagnostic system must satisfy sev
criteria. The emission must be spectrally isolated with
most stringent requirement being rejection of the edge La

emission (l05121.6 nm) arising from collisional excitatio
of recycling neutral deuterium atoms, while accepting nea
all of the beam emission. The beam velocity (2
3106 m/s) blueshifts this emission by between 0.3 and
nm, depending on the neutral beam-sightline geometry at
radial position being observed. A spectral resolution ofDl
50.5 nm is sufficient for most applications. The spatial re
lution of one channel will beDr<1.0 cm, andDz<2.0 cm.
These numbers are specified by the typical radial and po
dal correlation lengths of plasma turbulence, withLc,r

>1.5 cm, andLc,u>3.0 cm under most plasma condition
encountered on DIII-D. The beam-sightline volume is e
tended in the toroidal direction over tens of cm. This is a
ceptable since toroidal correlation lengths have been sh
to be of the order of the plasma major radius, and thus l
compared to these dimensions. The temporal resolutio
dictated by turbulent flow velocities and eddy structure

FIG. 1. Typical radial profile of fluctuation amplitudes with logarithmicy
scale, showing wide dynamic range required.

TABLE I. Relative photon emission rates and fluctuation sensitivity fora

and LYa .

Transition Lyman-alpha Balmer-alpha Ratio

Wavelength~nm! 121 ~VUV ! 656 ~visible!
Transition rate~s21! 4.63108 4.43107 11
State population density 0.0037 0.0015 2.5
Fluctuation sensitivity 0.45 0.3 2
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mensions as seen in the laboratory frame. Turbulent ed
have been shown experimentally to propagate near the l
E3B velocity, typically several km/s or faster. Structures
order of the correlation lengths discussed above would t
be seen in the laboratory frame as fluctuations on the orde
a few hundred kHz. Thus a detector sampling rate of at le
1 MHz is required to adequately measure turbulence.

II. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The design of a spectroscopic system to view the La

transition of the neutral beam atoms is entirely different fro
that which views the visible Da transition.7 The visible sys-
tem relies on lowf/number lenses, optical fibers, interferen
filters, and photodiode detectors. Since Lya photons do not
pass through air or optical fibers, the spectroscopic sys
design is entirely in vacuum and situated in close phys
proximity to the tokamak. The design consists of entire
reflective optics. Imaging optics would focus the beam em
sion region onto the entrance slit of a fast monochroma
optimized for Lya . A VUV photodiode detector array is lo
cated at the output spectral image plane of the spectrom
Signal conditioning electronics15 would amplify and filter the
signal to be digitized. This design study is undertaken
determine the feasibility and scope of such a VUV–BE
diagnostic. The individual components of this conceptual
sign are discussed in the following sections.

A. Input imaging optics

An input reflective optics array will be used to relay a
image of the beam-plasma volume to the entrance slit of
spectrometer. There are no refractive materials with su
cient transmission at Lya to allow for lens imaging. LiF and
MgF2 windows of order 1–2 mm could be used, but t
thickness is not sufficient for a lens, thus reflective~achro-
matic! optics are to be used. Two optical surfaces wou
image the observed spatial region to the entrance slit o
spectrometer, and demagnify the image by a factor
roughly 4. Two optics also provide the flexibility to reduc
spherical and comatic aberrations as well as astigmat
Each optic would consist of a glass substrate coated with
aluminum layer. The aluminum is in turn coated with a lay
of MgF2 which serves to prevent oxidation of the aluminum
and is applied with a thickness~about 250 Å! that optimizes
reflectivity at Lya through constructive interference of re
flections at the two surfaces. The estimated reflectivity
near 78%.

A design for this input optical assembly is shown in Fi
2. The relatively high speed of this array leads to signific
spherical, coma and astigmatic aberrations. A ray trac
program~BEAM4! is used to design these optics and min
mize aberrations. The imaged region in the plasma for
spatial channel will be 0.8 cm~radially! by 1.2 cm~poloi-
dally!, and the image at the slit entrance will then be
33 mm. The point-to-point blur at the image must therefo
be kept to fractions of a mm. Simple spherical optics do
achieve this, with aberrations leading to a rms blur radius
point-to-point imaging of near 2.5 mm. The optical desi
for both optics here is a toroidal mirror. The first with
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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radius of curvature of 2.04 m in the plane defined by
optical axis, and a 1.26 m radius of curvature in the perp
dicular plane. The second optic has a radius of curvatur
6.4 m in the optical axis plane, and 0.95 m in the perp
dicular plane. These toric shapes significantly reduce abe
tions. The rms blur radius with these toroidal surfaces is n
0.2 mm, thus achieving the necessary image quality. In
dition, these mirrors allow for asymmetric demagnificati
so that a square region can be imaged to a rectangular s
that couples more effectively to the spectrometer if so
sired.

It is also noted that these optics have high reflectivity
Da in the visible region. Since the reflective optics are a
romatic, the imaging characteristics are the same for Da and
Lya . This allows the possibility of maintaining the existin
visible BES system along with a high sensitivity VUV sy
tem at the same port structure on the DIII-D tokamak.

B. Monochromator

Various spectrometer/monochromator designs have b
developed and optimized for use in the VUV spectral regi
including such configurations as the Seya–Namio
Czerny–Turner, Monk–Giliesson, and Wadsworth design16

To get an overall scope of the spectrometer design requ
ments, we consider a Czerny–Turner system, although
would not necessarily be the final design implementation.
realize the benefits of the Lya photon flux, it is necessary to
implement a fast spectrometer. We thus examine anf /2 con-
figuration, exceptionally fast for a Czerny–Turner, and co
sider the spectral and spatial resolution capabilities. The
aged plasma area should have a dimension of 8 mm rad
by 12 mm poloidally, with the input optics demagnifying th
image by a factor of near 4, thus the slit width, correspo
ing to the poloidal direction, is 3 mm and the slit height
mm for one spatial channel. Additional spatial~radial! chan-
nel images would be arrayed up and down the slit, separ
by 2 mm each. These specific dimensions are chose
match available detector arrays, discussed in the follow
section.

In order to achieve the necessary spectral resolution w
the wide entrance slits, the spectrometer would have a f
length of 0.5 m, and the grating would have 5760 g/mm a
be operated in second order. This high line-density grat
which would have dimensions of 0.2530.3 m, can be manu
factured using holographic techniques~Jobin–Yvon has
manufactured similar gratings for astrophysical appli

FIG. 2. Input optics array images the plasma volume to the spectrom
entrance slit with asymmetric demagnification~in plane defined by optical
axis, and perpendicular! using toric mirrors.
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tions!. It will be challenging to optimize the groove profile t
achieve maximum diffraction into second order. Ion etchi
techniques may allow for groove shaping. Second order
eration is required to achieve the necessary dispersion
0.08 nm/mm. The efficiency of the grating is estimated to
25% for unpolarized input light, impacting system throug
put. The magnification of the input slit width on the spect
direction of the focal plane is near 1.7, resulting in an out
image of 5 mm~spectral! by 2 mm~spatial!. As will be seen
next, this matches well with commercially available detec
arrays. A schematic of the spectrometer system is show
Fig. 3~a!. Another option is to utilize a 3600 g/mm grating o
the same dimensions in third order. Square groove profi
disperse significant power fraction into third order. The sp
tral resolution, dispersion and magnification would be sim
lar.

The f /2, high speed design of the spectrometer leads
significant aberrations. Spherical optics, as with the in
optical array, would yield unacceptable image quality. T
necessary spectral resolution of 0.5 nm, and spatial res
tion of 2 mm along the entrance slit, are achieved us
toroidal collimating and focusing mirrors in the Czerny
Turner design. The 0.5 m focal length leads to mirror radii
curvature of nominally 1.0 m. An optimized toric design f
the first~collimating! mirror has a roughly 1.1 radius of cur
vature (Rc) in the plane of the optical axis and andRc

50.9 m the perpendicular plane. The second~focusing! mir-
ror has radii of curvature near 0.9 and 1.1 m, respectiv

ter

FIG. 3. ~a! A fast Czerny–Turner layout with principle components. Para
eters aref 50.5 m, f /2, 5760 g/mm grating~second order!, 0.08 nn/mm
dispersion, resolution of 0.5 nm., toric mirrors;~b! ray tracing scatter plots
showing effective spectral separation of edge and beam emission in
spectral~horizontal! direction with 2.8 mm entrance slits, and adequate s
tial channel separation in the spatial~vertical! direction, with each channe
indicated by stacked rectangular boxes.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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The imaging and spectral resolution then allow for compl
isolation of the edge Lya and full-energy beam Lya ~0.5 nm
to the blue! component, with partial observation of the ha
and third energy components. Ray tracing scatter plot
grams of the output spectral plane are shown in Fig. 3~b!.

C. Detector

Detector quantum efficiencies near Lya have historically
been quite low~!1! due to strong absorption of Lya photons
in most window materials. Demand for more efficient dete
tors by the astrophysical and high energy physics commu
has spurred the development of more advanced detecto
particular photodiode~AXUV Series, International Radiation
Detectors, Inc.! has been identified that has near unity qua
tum efficiency at Lya . This high efficiency is due to two
unique design features: no dead region in the bulk semic
ductor that would allow for recombination of photoelectron
and extremely thin windows~;5 nm!. These silicon detec
tors have a thin silicon dioxide window that is normal
strongly absorbing to Lya photons. Nitrided silicon dioxide
further improves Lya sensitivity. It is believed that the
charge resulting from photons absorbed in the window
largely still be observed by the detection circuit, allowin
near theoretical quantum efficiencies, although the dete
physics is not fully understood at this wavelength.

This photodiode detector is commercially available in
array format with individual pixels of dimensions
35 mm, matching precisely to the output dimensions of
image for one spatial channel. 16 pixels are available in
detector, allowing for 16 spatial channels in one dimens
~radial or poloidal! to be observed simultaneously. The ph
todiode response time is<0.5ms with a capacitance of<0.2
nF, thus satisfying the temporal response requirements.
crucial to minimize the detector capacitance as noise in
preamplifier circuitry is proportional to capacitance.15 Bias-
ing the detector at up to 8 V further reduces capacitance a
improves temporal response, while slightly increasing d
current. The dark current should be insignificant compare
the photocurrent and thus not a concern.

III. SUMMARY

A conceptual design for a VUV–BES density fluctuatio
diagnostic system to explore plasma turbulence in magn
cally confined fusion plasmas has been presented. The
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posed diagnostic observes the Doppler-shifted Lyman al
emissions near 121 nm of collisionally excited heating n
tral beam atoms. The Lya transition is roughly 50 times more
sensitive than the Da transition to density fluctuations an
achieves high spatial resolution. Given differences in opti
transmission, dispersion efficiency and quantum efficien
the existing visible BES system is estimated to have roug
three times greater throughput than this VUV–BES desi
Coupled with the higher photon flux and fluctuation sensit
ity, the VUV system should then have more than an orde
magnitude increase in sensitivity compared to the visi
system. Further design considerations will investig
multilayer coated optics to image and spectrally filter plas
emissions, alternative spectrometer configurations, as we
multiple resonance reflectors to isolate the edge and b
emission, and seek to minimize optical aberrations to achi
the highest spatial and spectral resolution possible.
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